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the reason that users should not upgrade their pc's to windows 8.1 is
because the upgrade to the newer operating system will effectively brick the
machine or make it unusable. however, if you are planning on upgrading to
windows 8.1 in the future, you can perform a clean install of the operating

system. this is a simpler process than upgrading windows 8, so if you are not
comfortable with that process, just wait for windows 10. if you’re not sure if

you want to install windows 8.1, you can download the final version of
windows 8.1 enterprise from microsoft. you can also download the free

preview of windows 10 if you’re interested. after you download your windows
installation media, you can upgrade the current version of windows 8 or
windows 8.1 to windows 10 using the windows 10 installation media. the

following links are for windows 8 and windows 8.1 users. a lot of people say
windows 8 (or 8.1) is not a patch on windows 7 but i dont think so. perhaps
its metro user interface is more difficult to use than traditional start menu

and you will have to spend hours to get the run of things. however, there is
no denying the fact that windows 8 shows outstanding performance against

earlier windows versions. reduction of startup time is the easiest to see.
besides, if you own touchscreen computer, an upgrade to windows 8/8.1 or
windows 10 is needed in order to make maximum use of your hardware. the

oem activation 3.0 (oa 3.0) system enables original equipment
manufacturers (oems) to develop an internal inventory management system

to manage the ordering and receiving of windows product keys and the
creation and reporting process for the computer build report through
microsoft-hosted web services or microsoft digital operations services

(mdos).
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